The Rady School of Management at UC San Diego is pleased to announce that fellowship funding is available for current postdoctoral associates in the sciences or engineering who are interested in pursuing a masters of business administration (MBA). Rady Postdoctoral Fellowships support the development of management expertise in individuals who seek to transition from research and discovery to careers in commercialization and the management of innovation.

The Rady Postdoctoral Fellowships are available for students joining the MBA program in fall 2013. Individuals applying to all program formats including the Full-Time, FlexEvening or FlexWeekend MBA programs, are eligible. The Rady Postdoctoral Fellowships provide partial funding for the MBA program.

In order to be considered for these fellowships, individuals must apply and be admitted to the Rady MBA program and indicate their interest in being considered for the Rady Postdoctoral Fellowship. Fellowships are awarded for the duration of the MBA program. Fellowships are renewable each academic quarter contingent on enrollment in MBA coursework while maintaining a satisfactory academic record.

The GMAT exam may be waived for applicants with a Ph.D. conferred in a technical, scientific or quantitatively-based discipline.

The Rady School of Management at UC San Diego educates global leaders for innovation-driven organizations. A professional school within one of the top-ranked institutions in the U.S. for higher education and research, the Rady School offers a Full-Time MBA program, a FlexMBA program for working professionals, a Ph.D. program, and undergraduate and executive development courses.

For more information on the Rady MBA program and the admissions process, please visit our website at www.rady.ucsd.edu/mba.

Please contact Rady MBA Admissions at MBAadmissions@ucsd.edu to be considered for the fellowship.
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